
Ironsbottom, Reigate



"Working in London, the barn has provided rural
tranquility. We have loved living here: the family get-

togethers; ducks, 'Quack and 'Squawk' that return
each year and make the pond their own; bike rides to
the local pub; the many local walks with the dogs and
the panoramic views of the garden and countryside

with its wonderful wildlife."



This exquisite home is tucked away from town, surrounded by
beautiful countryside. With its lavish interior making you feel
instantly at home, the rustic décor combined with a modern touch
creates a gorgeous finish. 

The charming entrance hall gives a glimpse of the character in
store. The utility space is a useful area to keep shoes and jackets
out of sight and keep things neat and tidy. The triple aspect
kitchen/ breakfast room, designed by Rencraft, is bespoke made
and hand painted with complementary granite worksurfaces. A
delightful space for dining, and well-equipped with built-in
appliances and an iconic cream Aga.

The pièce de résistance here has to be the magnificent living space
with high beamed ceilings and a bespoke solid oak staircase
which leads up to the minstrels' gallery. Large windows along with
patio doors allow natural light to flood in and the inglenook
fireplace, complete with a multi-fuel burner allows for a wonderful
ambience. It’s hard not to imagine endless family gatherings in this
grand room, from special occasions to dinner parties, it creates a
majestic backdrop.

There are four bedrooms located to one end of the living space, two
upstairs and two downstairs. There is a bathroom on the ground
floor with a large bath ideal for a long soak at the end of a busy
day, whilst the upstairs shower room has a large walk in shower for
those busy mornings.The garden room has a vaulted ceiling and
bi-fold doors at either end offering panoramic views of the
gorgeous garden and surrounding acres. This is a flexible space
that could equally double as a guest room as there is a handy
downstairs cloakroom nearby. 

The grounds extend to approximately 3.5 acres of land and include
a clay lined natural pond, fields and a large separate double
garage. The location is wonderfully peaceful and secluded, yet
within 5 minutes you can be in Reigate with its diverse array of
shops and eateries at your fingertips making it the perfect blend
for everyday life.



Need to know

• Barn coversion

• Stunning features

• Vast ceiling heights

• Approximately 3.5 acres

• Detached double garage

• Sweeping driveway

• Log burning stoves

• Handmade wooden kitchen
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Interested?


